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New High-Performance Backplane 

Transceiver From Texas Instruments

June 2000 Customer Presentation

Speaker notes included

More Information at http://www.ti.com/sc/gtlp or gtlp@list.ti.com

TI Introduces New Family of GTL-Plus Devices To Improve 

Backplane Speed in Telecom and Data Communication Applications

New Devices Offer Higher Speed with Better Signal Integrity 

and Lower Power Consumption than Traditional Backplane Logic

DALLAS (Jan. 18, 2000) – As the world leader in logic, Texas Instruments continues 
to drive the market by introducing its new family of Gunning Transceiver Logic-Plus 
(GTLP) devices,  which enable designers to increase backplane data throughput by 
100 to 300 percent over traditional logic, such as ABT, FCT, LVT, ALVT, LVC and 
FutureBus+.  These devices  are specifically designed for multi-slot medium- and 
heavily loaded backplanes and fully support live insertion, a capability that is 
imperative in high-availability communications and networking applications.  In 
addition, the devices are backward compatible with logic currently used in parallel 
backplanes to further ease the designer’s task of integrating GTLP into next-
generation systems.  See www.ti.com/sc/logic/gtlp.
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More package options

True live insertion capability

Lower power consumption

Higher frequency

Incident Wave Switching

Lower price then other high drive devices
3.3V VCC & 5V tolerance

The best characteristics of other backplane technologies have been combined into 
the GTLP family. Reasonably priced, GTLP offers a significant increase in system 
frequency, lower power consumption, and true live insertion migration path.
Switching Transmission Switching Distributed Family (size)

Architecture Mode Mode Backplane Freq.

TTL Parallel Reflected Wave 10 -33 MHz ABT (XL), FCT (L)

LVTTL Parallel Reflected Wave 5 - 40 MHz LVT (M), ALVT (S)

ETL (VME) Parallel Incident Wave 20 - 45 MHz ABTE (S)

ECL Serial Differential 60 - 80 MHz ECL (S), PECL (S) 

BTL (FB+) Parallel Incident Wave 20 - 50 MHz FB (S)

GTL Parallel Incident Wave 20 - 40 MHz GTL (S)

GTLP Parallel Incident Wave 60 - 125 MHz GTLP (new)

BTL and ECL/PECL are expensive and are power hungry but offer higher frequency operation. 
BTL and ETL support live insertion with BIAS Vcc and their high drive supports incident wave 
switching. ALVT, and LVT support hot insertion with power up 3 state, need only a single 3.3V 
Vcc for operation and are 5V tolerant and are offered in the smaller package options. FCT is 
CMOS construction which offers lower power consumption.  GTL has a reduced voltage swing 
which allows higher frequency operation but the edge was fast and the device was optimized for 
memory interface, not backplane applications.
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X Mass Storage

X Remote Access

X Internet Routers

X ATM Switches

X SONET/SDH Add-Drop 
Multiplexers

X Wireless Base Stations

X Compact PCI

X Optimized edge rates allow higher frequency operation (25 - 125 MHz clock)

GTLP 
Transceiver

ASIC

Termination           

Backplane Trace

Connector

GTLP Transceiver

X Higher frequencies allow significantly increased data transfer rates

� 0.96 to 1.76 Gbs using  one 16-bit Widebus ™ device

� 14 Gbs  = 128-bits @ 110 MHz clock

X Standard functions, pinouts and packages ensure backwards compatibility with existing 
logic which allows an easy migration to higher speeds using your current backplane and 
daughter card layouts.

GTLP can be used in any multi-slot high-performance parallel 
backplane where higher frequency and higher data throughput is 
required.

We see opportunities in the mass storage, remote access, router,
ATM switches, SONET, wireless base station and Compact PCI 
markets.

One of the key advantages of GTLP is that it is compatible with 
existing logic and many existing backplanes and daughter cards 
can be easily upgraded to support emergent higher data 
throughput requirements.

There are advantage to both parallel backplanes and serial 
backplanes.  We are offering a migration path for existing parallel 
backplanes (i.e., ABT and LVT) and an alternative to more 
complex serial technology (i.e., LVDS, LVDM, Bus LVDS, etc).  
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Advantages of parallel transmission
• Parallel transmission can offer very high data rates over a short distance.

• Normally, there is no software overhead with parallel standards and one bit could be used as a signal flag, with a very fast system reaction 
time, since the serial word must first be fully received and decoded.

• Many industrial and telecom applications already use parallel backplanes. This means that many designers and engineers are familiar with 
these kinds of systems and have the knowledge and the experience to quickly implement such systems.

:K\�%RWK�6HULDO�	�3DUDOOHO�%XV�6ROXWLRQV":K\�%RWK�6HULDO�	�3DUDOOHO�%XV�6ROXWLRQV"

Serialization 

Parallel Data

Serial Data

Parallel DataParallel Data

Advantages of serial transmission
• Serial data offers a more flexible approach to data rates allowing longer cable lengths and less expensive cable costs.

• Reduction in the number of signal lines and GND lines required to transmit the data from one point to another.

• Major savings on board space.

Between

Racks

Backplane

Connection

Between

Cabinets

Between

CardsOn the

Backplane

LVDS

TLK2500

1394

LVDM

GTLP

LVT ABT

Comparing Bus Solutions
http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/slla067

Great application note on all TI serial and parallel bus solutions!

GTLP is specifically designed for optimum performance in distributed 
loads such as to transfer data between multiple cards on a backplane. 
TI offers many other bus solutions, both serial and parallel. The serial 
bus solutions are optimized for high throughput data transfer over 
cables, something that is unwieldy using parallel technology. 

Look at http://www.ti.com/sc/docs/apps/logic/appnotes.html under backplane logic to find these 
helpful application notes.

Application note on TVSOP package -

THIN VERY SMALL OUTLINE PACKAGE (TVSOP) APPLICATION BRIEF (SCBA009C)

Application note on LFBGA package -

32-BIT LOGIC FAMILIES IN LFBGA PACKAGES (SCEA014)

Application note on GTL1655, benefits of high drive -

FAST GTL BACKPLANES WITH THE GTL1655 (SCBA015)

Application note on improving backplane performance -

HIGH-PERFORMANCE BACKPLANE DESIGN WITH GTLPLUS (SCEA011A)

BASIC DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR BACKPLANES (SZZA016)
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GTLP

Device  (typically 16245 
function)
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Parallel Bus  Solutions

ABT B 5 5 Y N 48 16 $1.92 -32/+64 -32/+64 32 6 -typ 33 528 17 33

LVT B 3.3 5 Y N 48 16 $2.17 -32/+64 -32/+64 5 10 - typ 33 528 15 33

ALVT B 3.3 5 Y N 48 16 $3.09 -32/+64 -32/+64 5 6 - typ 40 640 13 40

GTLP MD B 3.3 5 Y Y 48 16 $5.00 -24/+24 50 35* 9 80 1,280 16 80

ABTE B 5 5 Y Y 48 16 $5.01 -12/+12 -60/+90 48 8 45 720 9 45

FB+ B 5 5 Y Y NA 8 $10.47 -32/+64 100 70 5 50 400 5 50
GTLP HD B 3.3 5 Y Y 56 16 $5.85 -24/+24 100 35* 10 100 1,600 17 100

Serial Bus  Solutions

ECL/PECL U 5 5 N N 24 8 $10.20 -3/+24 -25 69 80 640 8 80

TLK2500 B 2.5 3.3 Y N 64 16 $36.70 -1/+1 1 Serial 135 Serial 2,500 4 156

LVDS386/387 U 3.3 5 N N 64 16 $9.58 -8/+8 16 - Serial 70 Serial 2,500 16 156
LVDS93/94 SERDES U 3.3 5 N N 64 28 $3.50 -4/+4 5 - Serial 84 Serial 1,820 19 65

ABT LVDS

On a Data Throughput per bit-$ basis, GTLP medium and 
high drive devices cost the same as ABT and 
LVDS/SERDES. LVDS/SERDES costs are based on multi-
drop applications (uni-directional). Since these devices need 
separate receivers and transmitters, the cost becomes twice 
as much as GTLP and ABT in multi-point applications (bi-
directional data transfer).

ABT is a low cost device, but instead of having to double the 
bus size to double the data transfer rates, 200 - 300% 
increases are easy obtained using the existing backplane and 
GTLP at 3 - 4 times the previous ABT maximum frequency. 

A new application note “Comparing Bus-Solutions” (SLLA067)
is currently available that compares all serial and parallel 
backplane technologies in detail. 

It can be found at http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/slla067
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LVTTL
A-Port & Control Pins

1.5

0 GND

2.4

0.4

3.3 V
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2.0

VCC

VOH

VIH

Vt

VIL

VOL

Vt & VREF

VOH & VTT
VIH1.05

VIL0.95

1.5V

VOL0.55

1.00

GTLP
B-Port

RCVR

VREF

VIN
1.5 V

R

2R

Differential Input

1.5V

25 Ω

Open Drain
Sink 50 or 100 mA

TI-OPCTM Overshoot 
Protection Circuitry

OEC™ Improved 
Output Edge Control

Live Insertion 

Reduced EMI

Edge Rate Control 
(ERC)

3.3V Vcc
5V Tolerant

Drive +/- 24 mA
Bus Hold Option

0.65 µ CMOS 
Flow Through Pinout

CARD SIDE                                                       BACKPLANE SIDE

GTLP devices are high-speed transceivers specifically designed for parallel 
backplane applications. Since they are 5V tolerant, they can be used as 
translators between 5V CMOS, TTL or LVTTL to GTLP and GTLP to LVTTL or 
TTL environments. 

The daughter card side operates at normal LVTTL logic levels with performance 
identical to the LVCZ family (LVC @ only 3.3V VCC but with PU3S like LVT).

The backplane B-Port side has a reduced output swing (< 1 V), small input 
threshold levels (+/- 50 mV) around the differential input, and significantly 
improved output edge control (OEC ™) circuitry on the rising and falling edge to 
reduce line reflections and electromagnetic interference (EMI) while improving 
overall signal integrity. 

TI-OPC ™ overshoot protection circuitry actively limits overshoots caused by 
improper termination or uneven card loading. This and the other features allow 
GTLP to achieve backplane clock frequencies between 25 and 125 MHz.

The medium drive GTLPH16945 bus transceiver pin out is shown. Notice that it 
is exactly the same as the standard ‘16245 pinout with the exception of the 
BIAS Vcc and VREF pins which are Vcc pins on the ‘16245.
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Double-Ended Pull-up Termination - Bus pulled to termination voltage 
(VTT) through termination resistance (RTT) when GTLP open drain device 
is off and pulled low when GTLP open drain device is on.

RcvrRcvr
DrvrDrvr

RcvrRcvr RcvrRcvr RcvrRcvr

Conn.Conn.

VTT
R

T
T

Conn.Conn. Conn.Conn. Conn.Conn.Conn.Conn.

RcvrRcvr RcvrRcvr

Conn.Conn. Conn.Conn.

VTT

R
T

T

Typical TTL Backplane Terminations

Benefits
X No bus contention

X Reduced power consumption

X Simple to implement

GTLP On

Logic Low

GTLP Off

Logic High

Single Bit of Possible Multiple Bits Shown

The GTLP B-Port (backplane side) open drain sinks either 50 milli-Amperes 
(mA) or 100 mA of current. The different drives allows the designer flexibility 
in matching the device to backplane length, slot spacing and termination 
resistance. The backplane signal levels are pulled low when the GTLP 
device turns on and pulled high by the termination pull-up resistors. 

High-drive GTLP devices are featured with variable edge rate control (ERC) 
circuitry that allows system designers to select between a slow and faster 
edge rate which increases the maximum possible system speed on optimally 
terminated backplanes. Edge rate is selected by applying 3.3 V or GND to 
the ERC control pin. 

These state-of-the-art CMOS devices consume one-third of the power as 
compared to BiCMOS logic devices.  Additionally, less system power is 
consumed by the GTLP termination scheme then traditional TTL system 
designs where Thevenin or AC termination is mainly used since no power is 
consumed when the GTLP device is turned off.  Additionally, the typical 
Thevenin resistor values are 440 and 330 ohms do not properly  terminate 
the backplane.
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) Backplane impedance is a 
function of daughter card 
capacitance and card 
spacing (pF/inch).

Number of Boards Equally Spaced in 20-Slot 19” Backplane
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Card capacitance is 12 pF

) Incident Wave Switching is 
optimized when RTT matches 
the loaded backplane 
impedance.

) Use the optimum RTT not to 
exceed the recommend IOL 
for best signal integrity and  
maximum backplane speed.

GTLP High Drive  Recommended I OL

GTLP Medium Drive Recommend I OL

Actual Results from Demo 
Backplane with Z O of 60 Ω

Optimum performance is seen when the termination resistor equals the loaded 
backplane impedance.  The backplane impedance typically starts at 50 ohms 
but as cards are inserted into empty slots, the capacitance per inch increases 
which reduces the backplane impedance and subsequently reduces the desired 
value of the termination resistor(RTT).  RTT should match the worst case (all 
cards installed) loaded backplane impedance to insure proper termination and 
incident wave switching in all situations. 

Use this chart to approximate the termination resistor based on the number of 
cards equally spaced in a 20 slot, 19” backplane.  The GTLP drive should be 
matched to the termination resistor not to exceed the recommend IOL for the 
worst case condition.  High drive GTLP devices can drive more than 20 slots.

The price of a high drive device is more then the equivalent medium drive  
device and will use more power so there are trade offs between optimum 
termination and cost/power requirements and maximum attainable/required 
system frequency.

Application report that includes useful information on high drive applications:   

• FAST GTL BACKPLANES WITH THE GTL1655 (SCBA015)
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) Backplane impedance is a 
function of board capacitance 
and board spacing (pF/inch).

) As the slot spacing becomes 
closer the backplane pF/inch 
increases.

) As backplane pF/inch 
increases the backplane 
impedance decreases and 
correspondingly the optimum 
RTT decreases.

) Closer board spacing and 
lower ZO requires high drive.
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GTLP High Drive  Recommended I OL

Card capacitance is 12 pF

Actual Results from Demo 
Backplane with Z O of 60 Ω

GTLP Medium Drive Recommend I OL

The difference between the actual and the calculated 
results in this and the previous graph are due to the 
daughter card actual capacitance values being less 
then the assumed value of 12 pF.  

Smaller card capacitance values decrease the 
average line impedance increasing the loaded 
impedance. This means that higher termination 
resistors values can be used which allows GTLP 
medium drive devices to be used in a wider range of 
applications.  

High drive GTLP devices need to be used if the 
optimum termination value is less than 38 ohms due 
to increased card capacitance (due to large device 
Cio, longer stub length, etc) or as the card card pitch 
decreases to insure incident wave switching.
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XRT = 0 ��ρ = -1
The incident wave is inverted and reflected at the end of the 
line. Incident and reflected w aves therefore cancel out each 
other, and no voltage increase is seen at the end of the line.

XRT = ZO��ρ = 0
No line reflections occur. The end of the line is perfectly 
terminated.

XRT = ∞��ρ = +1
The incident wave is f ully reflected at the end of the line. A 
doubling of the amplitude can be see at the end of the line.

If the driver can generate an incident voltage edge that has an 
amplitude above or below the defined voltage threshold for the 
high logic state (low logic state), the logic level of all inputs that 
are connected on the bus will be changed over with the incident 
wave. For GTLP compatible bus systems, the rising edge and 
the  incident wave must exceed 1.05V, and the falling edge 
must fall below 0.95V. To calculate the maximum signal delay 
on the bus, for an incident wave switching system, only the 
simple line propagation delay needs to be added to the delay 
time of the driver circuit, in this case 20 ns.

However, if the amplitude of the incident wave is insufficient, it is 
necessary to wait until the reflected wave returns from the end 
of  the line to the beginning. Only then will a valid logic level 
have been reached on the entire bus line. In the example the 
signal delay time of 30 ns maximum results. Thus, when 
compared with switching with the incident wave, the signal delay
time of the system is increased by 10 ns, or 50%.

If the driver can generate an incident voltage edge that has an 
amplitude above or below the defined voltage threshold for the high 
logic state or low logic state, the logic level of all inputs that are 
connected on the bus will be changed over with the incident wave. 
For GTLP compatible bus systems, the rising edge and the  incident 
wave must exceed 1.05V, and the falling edge must fall below 0.95V. 
To calculate the maximum signal delay on the bus, for an incident 
wave switching system, only the simple line propagation delay needs 
to be added to the delay time of the driver circuit, in this case 20 ns.

However, if the amplitude of the incident wave is insufficient, it is 
necessary to wait until the reflected wave returns from the end of  the 
line to the beginning of the line. Only then will a valid logic level have 
reached on the entire bus line. In the example a signal delay time of 
30 ns maximum results. Thus, when compared with switching with 
the incident wave, the signal delay time of the system is increased by 
10 ns, or 50%.
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X Maximum frequency is 
dependent upon the following:
X Max Propagation Delay

� Fast Edge (5.5 ns)
� Slow Edge (7 ns)

X Set Up Time (2.5 ns)
X Skew Time (1 ns)
X Backplane Flight Time

� Microstrip (1 ns/ 6”)
� Stripline (~ 2 ns / 6”)
� Source Synchronous

Y flight time is zero and 
is independent of the 
length since the clock 
is sent with the data
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Use Source Synchronous for 
maximum possible frequency

Maximum frequency is a function of device tpd and backplane characteristics. The 
propagation delay is function of the edge rate. Medium drive devices operate with a 
slow edge rate. High drive devices are able to operate at both slow and faster edge 
rates through the use of the ERC control pin. Faster non 5V tolerant processes can 
achieve smaller tpd times but we believe that 5V tolerance is important to today’s 
designers since although most everything is going to 3.3V or below, there are still 
some existing circuits (circuit reuse)/devices on the board that will remain at 5V. 

Set up time and skew time are inherent to the device.

Backplane flight time is dependant on the backplane construction and length.

• Microstrip puts the bus line on top of the PC board which doesn’t reduce the 
time of flight as much but is it more susceptible to EMI. 

• Stripline is in-between PC board layers and is less susceptible to EMI but the 
signals are slower and consequently the time of flight is longer. 

Source synchronous is technique where the clock is sent with the system data.  This 
means there is no delay for backplane flight time and no decrease in maximum 
system frequency based on backplane length. The following application note 
discusses source synchronous applications and the use of private clocks: 
http://www.fairchildsemi.com/products/backplane/designcon/lsdcon2k.pdf
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X As an industry first, GTLP offers 
distributed load data in addition to 
the guaranteed lump load data in 
every data sheet

X The distributed load data is 
located at the end of the data 
sheet in a separate table. It will 
better approximate GTLP 
performance into a backplane.

X Lumped load data is included in 
the main part of the data sheet to 
allow apples to apples comparison 
with other logic devices

10-slot Medium Drive RLC Network 
with Z O = 70 Ω and 2” spacing 

20-slot High Drive RLC Network 
with Z O = 50 Ω and 1” spacing 

As you can see, backplane design is difficult since many factors
need to be balanced to achieve optimum performance and 
maximum data throughput.

TI has made one thing less difficult for the designer in the GTLP 
family. In addition to the lumped load AC specifications that is
guaranteed, distributed load typical AC SPICE data is also provided 
since it will more closely approximate the performance of the device 
in a distributed load.  

This distributed load data will better allow the designer to 
understand how GTLP devices will perform in their backplane. 
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Busline in operation

Card Insertion during operation ...

… equals an insertion of an additional capacitance which
can cause a voltage spike as the signal pin is charged 
which can glitch the active backplane data

/LYH ,QVHUWLRQ 6LWXDWLRQ

possible peak
without precharge

point of live insertion
during high on bus

possible peak
without precharge

point of live insertion
during low on bus

High - Data On Bus

V Threshold

V High

time

precharge 
level= VTH

Low - Data On Bus

Volts

3RVVLEOH 6FHQDULRV

Many backplane systems in communications applications must 
remain operational 24-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week.  These 
systems can not be shut down when a board is inserted or 
removed from the system, as frequently happens during regular 
maintenance or system upgrades, nor can active backplane data 
be disturbed. 

GTLP devices fully support live insertion with Ioff, PU3S and BIAS 
Vcc circuitry. BIAS Vcc allows for easy internal precharging of the 
daughter card backplane connectors to mid threshold levels to 
prevent glitching active data during card insertion or removal.

What causes the data glitch?

A voltage spike is generated as the uncharged card/connector 
capacitance is charged to the bus line voltage potential during 
insertion. If the bus is being sampled at that time, the incorrect 
voltage is sensed and incorrect data is processed.
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BIAS Vcc Precharge CircuitBIAS Vcc Precharge Circuit

BIAS VCC

I/O 

GND   

VCC Precharge
Circuit

Output
Stage

VCC

VCC

Card Pin

Socket
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Point of live insertion
During high on bus

Max peak with 
precharge

Max peak with 
precharge

Point of live insertion
During low on bus

High - Data on Bus

V Threshold

V High

Precharge 
level = VTH

Low - Data on Bus

Volts

BIAS VCCI/O
vcc

X GTLP devices support live insertion through 
the use of the built in precharge circuitry in 
addition to IOFF and PU3S circuitry. BIAS VCC
allows the B-Port input/outputs to be precharged 
to threshold levels to prevent glitching active 
backplane data during card insertion or removal.

• BIAS VCC charges I/O capacitance up to threshold voltage

GND

There is a way to prevent this data glitch.

One way is by using BIAS VCC and a staggered connector 
arrangement as shown on the bottom left of the foil.

When inserting the card the GND connection is made first to 
establish the GND plane. Next the outputs are precharged to 
1.0V through the use of the BIAS Vcc circuitry. Finally the 
outputs and Vcc are connected.

Since the uncharged card/connectors are precharged to 1.0V 
prior to being connected there will not be a voltage spike and the 
data will not glitch.

As Vcc ramps up it disables the precharge circuitry and presents
valid signals to the backplane as the device starts operating.

Hot insertion is supported by the Ioff and PU3S circuitry which 
also is needed for live insertion. Both the A and B Ports support 
hot insertion. BIAS VCC is only needed on the B Port.
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24-Pin TSSOP
Area = 52mm2 

Ht. = 1.2mm 
LP = 0.65mm

8  Bits

24-Pin TVSOP
Area = 34mm2 

Ht. = 1.2mm 
LP = 0.4mm

8  Bits

24-Pin SOIC
Area = 160mm2

Ht. = 2.65mm
LP  = 1.27mm

8  Bits
16/18 Bits
Widebus™

48-Pin SSOP
Area = 171mm2 

Ht. = 2.74mm
LP = 0.635mm

48-Pin TSSOP
Area = 105mm2

Ht. = 1.2mm
LP = 0.5mm

16/18 Bits
Shrink Widebus™

16/18 Bits
Widebus™

48-Pin TVSOP
Area = 63mm2

Ht. = 1.2mm
LP = 0.4mm

32/36-Bit Low Profile, Fine Pitch
Ball Grid Array

96-Ball LFBGA
Area = 74mm2 

Ht. = 1.4mm 
LP = 0.8mm

114-Ball LFBGA
Area = 88mm2 

Ht. = 1.4mm 
LP = 0.8mm

Widebus and Shrink Widebus are trademarks of Texas Instruments Incorporated

GTLP logic packages
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32-Bit

TVSOP and LFBGA will reduce stub length on 
typical 0.4 mm spaced connectors

GTLP offers the widest range of packaging options of any backplane 
driver family. By implementing any of TI’s denser packaging options, 
designers can increase the performance and functionality of a 
system without increasing the size of the daughter card.

Larger packages are for prototyping or where space is not a 
concern.  

The TSSOP package is the industry standard where space is a 
concern but the lead pitch spacing allows reasonably easy 
manufacturing. 

The smallest TVSOP and LFBGA packages save the most board 
space.  Additionally, the lead pitch matches the typical connector 
spacing to allow the shortest stub length possible.  This is important 
as minimizing stub length helps to maximize backplane frequency.

Electrical and thermal performance is better in the smaller 
packages.
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GTLPH16945 GTLPH1645GTLPH32945 GTLPH3245

GTLPH306 GTLP1394
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8 Bits 2 Bits 3-Wire

Medium Drive GTLPH16945 Bus Transceiver Migration
‘16245 Pinout - 2 x 8 Bits with separate DIR and OE controls

Supports TSB14C01A 1394 Backplane 
Physical-Layer Controller and clock 

signal applications

GTLP offers both Bus Transceivers and Universal Bus Transceivers.

Customer applications are different. Most backplane applications need 
only bus transceiver functionality to move data on and off the bus. Other 
applications may need latched, clocked or clocked-enabled functions 
which are offered by the Universal Bus Transceiver (UBT). Simpler 
functions have fewer control pins and are less expensive.

GTLP offers both medium and high B-Port drives.

Signal performance is optimized when the termination resistor equals the 
loaded backplane impedance. High drive is needed for optimally 
terminated backplanes while medium drive can be used when power 
consumption is a concern, on wide slot spacing or when really high 
frequencies are not required

This slide shows three medium drive bus transceivers at 8, 16 and 32 bits 
and three high drive bus transceivers at 2, 16 and 32 bits. 

The pinout and function of the ‘16945 is identical to the standard ‘16245 
bus transceiver except for the BIAS VCC and VREF pins. 
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3.3 & 5V Vcc

1-bit Buffered Clock

Medium Drive GTLPH16912 Universal Bus Transceiver Migration
‘16601 Pinout - 18 Bits with OE, LE, CLK and CE controls

Buffered Clock supports source 
synchronous applications

This slide shows five medium drive UBTs at 17, 18, 34 and 36 bits and the 
three high drive UBTs at 16, 17 and 18 bits. The 16612 is the same as the 
16912 except for drive (34 vs 50 mA) and pin 50 (5V VCC vs BIAS VCC) and 
both are identical in pin out and function to the standard ‘16601 UBT. 

The 17 & 34 bit devices feature a 1 bit buffered clock for source synchronous 
applications where the clock is sent along with the data. This technique allows 
for higher frequency operations on longer backplanes. 

The medium drive GTLP817 (1 to 6 fanout driver) rounds out the GTLP family.
Bits Medium High

36 H32912

34 H32916

32 H32945 H3245

18 H16912 H1612

H16612

17 H16916 H1616

16 H1655

H16945 H1645

8 H306

6 817

2 1394
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GTLPH1655 UBT (2 x 8-bit OE, LE with common CLK) replaces above functions

Function 8-Bit 9-Bit 10-Bit 16-Bit 18-Bit

Transceiver `623, `645 `863 `861 `16623 `16863

Buffer/Driver `214, `244, `541 `827 `16241, `16244, `16541 `16825

Latched Transceiver `543 `16543 `16472

Latch `373, `573 `843 `841 `16373 `16843

Registered Transceiver `646, `652 `16646, `16652 `16474

Flip-Flop `374, `574 `821 `16374

Universal Bus Driver `16835

Standard UBT `16500, `16501

Registered Transceiver w/CLK Enable `2952 `16470, `16952

Flip-Flop w/CLK Enable `377 `823 `16823

Standard UBT w/CLK Enable `16600, `16601

GTLPH16612, 16912/6, 32912/6 and 1612/6 UBTs (OE, LE, CLK, CE) replace all above functions

8QLYHUVDO %XV 7UDQVFHLYHU �8%770�

`245, `16245,

GTLPH16945/32945

GTLPH1645/3245GTLPH306

Universal Bus Transceivers are devices that can be used in place of 
multiple other devices by proper setting of their control pins. This feature 
allows one UBT device to be used in many different applications on the 
same board reducing the number of different devices you have to buy 
which will increase your purchase quantity and reduce the unit cost.

The GTLPH1655 is divided into two separate 8-bit sections each with 
their own OE and LE control but with a common CLK.

The GTLPH16912/1612 are 18-bit devices with a OE, LE, CLK and CE 
control to allow any of the above functions to be selected.

The GTLPH16916/1616 are 17-bit devices with a OE, LE, CLK and CE 
control to allow any of the above functions to be selected and with a 
buffered clock for use in source synchronous applications.
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1645 & 16945 and 1612/6 & 16912/6 have identical control and data pins but the high drive devices have an additional 5 
GNDS and 2 VCCs to provide additional noise margin and an ERC pin to select slow or fast B-Port edge rates.
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H306 Bus Transceiver 8 24 D W /R P W R D GVR $4.65

817 1:6 Fanout D river NA 24 D W /R P W R D GVR $5.40

H16612 Universal Bus Transceiver 18 56 D L/R G R $7.35

H16912 Universal Bus Transceiver 18 56 G R VR $7.90

H16916 UBT w ith Buffered C lock 17 56 G R VR $7.90

H16945 Bus Transceiver 2 x 8 48 G R VR $5.00

H32912 Universal Bus Transceiver 2 x 18 114 K R $17.50

H32916 UBT w ith Buffered C lock 2 x 17 114 K R $17.50

H32945 Bus Transceiver 4 x 8 96 K R $10.50

1394 Transceiver 2 16 D /R P W R D GVR $3.75

H1612 Universal Bus Transceiver 18 64 D GG R $9.15

H1616 UBT w ith Buffered C lock 17 64 D GG R $9.15

H1645 Bus Transceiver 2 x 8 56 D GG R D GVR $5.85

H1655 Universal Bus Transceiver 2 x 8 64 D GG R $9.15

H3245 Bus Transceiver 4 x 8 114 G K FR $12.25

This is a summary of all GTLP devices and available package options. The green 
highlighted devices are high drive GTLP devices.

Please note that DGGR is the same as GR and that DGVR is the same as VR. 

Texas Instruments implemented a SAP system in 1999 that restricts orderable 
device to 18 characters or less.  If the device is 19 characters or greater, saving a 
position for possible device revision, the package is shorten to LR (for DLR), GR 
(for DGGR), VR (for DGVR) or KR (for GKER (96-ball) or GKFR (114-ball) LFBGA) 
to meet the SAP restrictions.

SOIC and SSOP packages are available in tube (DW, D or DL) or tape and reel 
(DWR, DR or DLR) while the TSSOP, TVSOP and LFBGA are available in tape 
and reel only.

The orderable part number is the combination of the header, device function and 
package. For example, the orderable part number of the first device in SOIC tape 
and reel would be: SN74GTLP - H306 - DWR

Device symbolization is what is actually printed on the package and would be 
GTLPH306. On the smaller PW or DGV packages it would be abbreviated GP306.  
Look at http://www.ti.com/sc/docs/products/logic/package/symindex.htm for more 
information on symbolization rules for all Texas Instruments devices.
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SN74GTLP1394 main features include:
z LVTTL to GTLP Bi-directional translator 

z High GTLP Drive (100 mA)

z TI-OPCTM overshoot protection circuitry

z BIAS VCC supports true live insertion

z 3.3V VCC with 5V tolerance

z $3.75 in lots of 1000

z 16-pin SOIC (D & DR), TSSOP (PWR) and TVSOP (DGVR) packages

Vt, VREF

VOH, VTT
VIH1.05
VIL0.95

1.5V

VOL0.55
1.00

GTLPLVTTL

1.5

0 GND

2.4

0.4

3.3 V

0.8

2.0

VCC

VOH

VIH

Vt

VIL

VOL

100 MHz

VTT

VREF

61��*7/3����61��*7/3����

� Data transfer rates of 25 Mbps (S25), 50 
Mbps (S50) and 100 Mbps (S100) supported 
by GTLP 60 - 125 MHz clock frequencies.

GTLP1394 Transceiver

TSB14C01A PHY

Termination  

www.ti.com/sc/gtlp

Specifically designed for use with the Texas Instruments TSB14C01A 1394 Backplane Layer 
Controller family to transmit 1394 backplane serial bus across parallel backplanes.

Specifically designed for use with the Texas Instruments TSB14C01A 1394 Backplane Layer 
Controller family to transmit 1394 backplane serial bus across parallel backplanes.

www.ti.com/sc/1394

� Edge rates are optimized for High-Performance 
Multi-slot Parallel Backplane Applications. 

� Better signal integrity  and more cost 
effective then existing FB+ solutions. 

STRB DATA

� More cost effective and easier to implement 
then more complex LVDS solutions. VTT

R
T

T

64-bit Data Bus 32 to 64-bit Address Bus

$� <� $� <�

ConnectorBackplane Trace
VME / FB+ / CPCI or 

GTLP Transceiver

� The 1394 backplane serial bus plays a 
supportive role in backplane systems 
providing a means for diagnostics, system 
enhancement and peripheral monitoring. 

%�
%�

Applicability and Typical Application for IEEE 1394 Backplane

The 1394 backplane serial bus (BPSB) plays a supportive role in backplane systems, 
specifically GTLP, FutureBus+, VME64, and proprietary backplane bus systems. This 
supportive role can be grouped into three categories:

• Diagnostics: Alternate control path to the parallel backplane bus; test, 
maintenance and troubleshooting; software debug and support interface.

• System enhancement: Fault tolerance; live insertion; CSR access; auxiliary 
two bit bus with a 64bit address space to the parallel backplane bus

• Peripheral monitoring: Monitoring of peripherals (disk drives, fans, power 
supplies, etc. in conjunction with another externally wired monitor bus, such as 
defined by the Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI).

The 1394 is optimized for this application with the spilt 3-wire A-Port (separate inputs 
and outputs) and only 2-bits on the backplane.

The TSB14C01A and SN74GTLP1394 provide a cost-effective way to add high-speed 
1394 connections to every daughter card in almost any backplane. More information 
on the TSB14C01A family of backplane physical layer devices and how to implement 
1394 in backplane and cable applications can be found at www.ti.com/sc/1394.
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The SN74GTLP1394 provides the high drive needed to insure incident wave 
switching of the read and write clocks in ATM applications regardless of load 
variability (lightly loaded vs heavily loaded backplane) and backplane design.

) Small 2-bit, 16-pin package with true/complementary & edge rate control 
selection supports variations in design implementation and applications.

WRITEREAD

In this ATM application (the ATM device operates at GTL 
or GTL+ signal levels), the designer originally used the 
GTL16612 to provide the clock signals but it didn't have 
enough power for incident wave switching and had poor 
signal integrity in the backplane application.  

Next they tried the GTL1655 since it had more power but 
they found it to still be noisy and although it worked, they 
only needed two bits of the 16-bit device.

The GTLP1394 solves both problems by providing the 
high drive needed to insure incident wave switching on 
the GTLP bus line, excellent signal integrity and only the 
2-bits needed to drive the read and write clock signals in 
a space saving 16-pin package.
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Device TI Fa irchild Pe ricom

N um ber of G TLP  Devic es 15 10 7

3 .3V  V c c  O pera t ion 14 5 3
Inputs /O utputs  5V  Tolerant A ll 6 5

Ioff - P art ia l P ow er D ow n A ll A ll A ll
P U3S  - H ot  Ins e rt ion 14 4 1

LF B G A  P ac k age  O pt ion 4 N one N one

B IA S  V c c  - Live  Ins ert ion 12 1 1
O u tpu t  E dge  Con trol A ll A ll A ll

O vers hoot  P rotec t ion C irc uit ry 13 N one N one
E dge R ate  Control 7 1 1

M ed ium  D rive (34 /50  m A ) 9 9 6
H igh D rive (100  m A ) 6 1 1

Trans parent  M ode 14 7 6
C loc k ed  M ode 7 6 5
Latc hed M ode 7 6 5

C loc k  E nab led M ode 6 5 4
B uffe red  C loc k  O pt ion 3 3 2

1  to 6  F anou t  Driver 1 3 1

Num ber of devices offe red w ith the  follow in g  fea tures

Functiona lity

Backplane  (GTLP/B-Port) Options

M edium High M ed ium High M ed ium High
36 H3 2912
34 H3 2916
32 H3 2945 H3 245
18 H1 6912 H1 612 18T 612 18T 612

H1 6612 16612 16612A
17 H1 6916 H1 616 17T 616

16616 16616
16617 16617

16 H1 655 16T 1655 16T 1655
H1 6945 H1 645

8 H3 06 8T306 8T306
6 817 6C 817

6C 816A
6C 816 6C 816

2 1394

TI Fa irchild Pe ricom
B its

Legend 

Red/Underline = 5V or 3.3 & 5 V Vcc Operation

Blue/Italics = Not 5V tolerant

= Released Device

Alternate sources are important to ensure continuity in 
manufacturing if the primary supplier is unable to provide sufficient 
quantity. Texas Instruments is the largest supplier of logic with 
34% of the Worldwide market and has multiple fabs and 
assembly/test locations so disruption of your GTLP supply is 
unlikely.

There are alternates to consider if redundant sources are 
mandatory. Fairchild and Pericom manufacture GTLP devices that 
are pin for pin functional equivalents of TI GTLP devices. Some 
features may be different like 5V tolerance and the TI-OPC 
circuitry and AC specifications are not all exactly the same. 

The designer would need to design to the worse performance of 
each device to ensure that both/all three devices would perform 
properly in their application.

The most important consideration is the B Port output edge control 
circuitry and operation in a distributed load.
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The new GTLP improved backplane output edge control (OEC™) circuitry was 
proven on the GTL16612A.

The SN74GTL16612ADL/DLR/DGGR was renamed the SN74GTLPH16612DL/DLR/GR and the 
SN74GTL16612A will no longer be orderable on 23 June 2000.

The SN74GTL16612 w ill be continued to be offered in the GTL family.

Fully loaded 16 slot demonstration backplane, Z O = 50 Ω, RTT = 24 Ω, slot spacing = 0.9”, Clock Frequency = 75 MHz
Driver card is in slot number 8, waveform shown from Receiver card in slot number 1
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TI GTL16612
Competition 
GTLP16612

TI GTLPH16612

This foil shows the differences between the 18-bit 3.3 & 5V medium 
drive UBT device in the GTL and GTLP family against a 
competitors device in an actual backplane application.

Significant research and design effort was expended on the 
improved output edge control circuitry that was proven on the 
GTL16612A as seen by the improvement in the performance of the 
device.

The GTL16612A was released in 1999 and was renamed the 
GTLPH16612 after the introduction of the GTLP family in January 
2000 since although it doesn’t have all the addition features of the 
other GTLP devices, it has the most significant characteristic which 
is true of all GTLP devices, the improved signal integrity and higher 
frequency operation in a distributed load. 

The GTL family is retained since faster edge rates are acceptable 
for memory interface applications.
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9 Used to investigate how length/board spacing/driver position affects signal integrity. 
9 48-bits broken into 8-bit widths at increments of 2, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20 slots
9 1-bit for source synchronous clock option
9 Clock frequency options of 23, 50, 66, 75, 87 and 100 MHz
9 Termination resistor options of 25, 33, 38 and 50 Ω in 20 slot length (Group 1)

*7/3�'HPRQVWUDWLRQ�%DFNSODQH��(90�*7/3�'HPRQVWUDWLRQ�%DFNSODQH��(90�

3.3 V - Power Supply - 5 V1.5 V VTT Regulator

Clock Card
48-bit wide Daughter Card

Power Status Lights

Through Hole Connector

We have done comparisons of other GTLP devices against the 
competition under actual backplane conditions on our new 20 slot
demonstration backplane which will be available worldwide in July 2000 
for demonstration of GTLP devices under various conditions.

Initial results of the GTLPH1655 shows exceptionally good signal
integrity. The TI-OPCTM overshoot protection circuitry significantly 
reduces the ringing associated with improperly terminated backplanes at 
higher frequency operation since it automatically removes unneeded 
energy from the backplane as the signal exceeds VOL.

GTLPH1655 EVM waveforms can be viewed at various frequencies, 
terminations and loadings in the EVM presentation.

GTLP product preview data sheets and other information on the new 
GTLP family can be found at www.ti.com/sc/gtlp

Questions can be directed to the Product Information Center at 972-644-
5580 / www.ti.com/sc/ampic or sent directly to the factory at 
gtlp@list.ti.com


